
Stream Vocabulary 

Erosion:  The transport of sediments 

Runoff:  Water that does not soak into the ground, but rather flows over the ground 

surface 

Tributary:  A smaller stream that provides water to a main river 

Watershed (Drainage Basin):  The land area that collects precipitation, and drains it 

into a system of streams.  

Drainage Divide:  High elevation areas that separate one watershed from another.  

Deposition:  The process by which soil and sediments are dropped off and left 

behind.  

Topography:  The shape, elevations, and gradient of the land 

Drainage Pattern:  An overhead view of a watershed that shows the paths of 

streams. Patterns are due to the topography. 

 

Permeable:  Allowing water to flow through; ex. soil and sand are permeable 

 

Impermeable:  Not allowing water to flow through; ex. concrete is impermeable 

 

Gradient:  The slope of the land 

 

Discharge:  The amount of water flowing in a stream 

 
Meander:  A bend or curve in a stream's path; occurs in low gradient streams 

 

Outside meander (elbow):  The outside curve where the water flows faster 

 

Inside meander (armpit):  inside curve where the water flows slower 

 

Ox-Bow Lake:  A meander that was cut off from the stream;  can later fill in with 

sediment to form a meander "scar" 

 

Floodplain:  The area surrounding a stream that is underwater when a stream 

floods over its sides. 

 



Levee:  A deposition feature formed on stream banks that occurs when the stream 

floods; increases the elevation of banks 

 

V-shaped valley:  The valley produced by a fast moving, downcutting stream in a 

high gradient area 

 

Delta: A collection of sediments deposited where a river meets a large body of 

water (ocean or lake) 

 

Sorted sediments:  Organized by size; occurs when a stream gradually decreases in 

speed (such as when it enters the ocean) 

 

Horizontal Sorting:  Organized from largest to smallest in a horizontal direction 

(biggest are deposited first if all the same density.) 

 

Vertical Sorting:  Organized from smallest to largest in a vertical direction (biggest 

are deposited first if all the same density.) 


